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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0455057A2] A dispensing and crushing device for small ice pieces in association with an ice-making device (11) as an independent
modular unit or in particular integrated into refrigerators or deep-freezers, with a storage container (1) which determines a filling level (h) of these
small ice pieces (13) and into which an inclined worm conveyor (2) extends, the pitch of which is adapted to the size of the small ice pieces (13)
to be transported, a conveying section of the worm conveyor (2) lying in the free space above the filling level (h) of the storage container (1), and
in which the worm conveyor (2) conveys the small ice pieces (13) into a selectively operable crushing device which is arranged in the region of
the dispensing recess (8), is to be improved with regard to avoiding dripping at the dispensing recess (8) and crushing of ice pieces which is not
required. This is achieved according to the invention in that the upwardly conveying worm conveyor (2), which is designed with open threads, lies
partially in an adapted conveying trough (3) of the storage container (1), which has at its upper end a singling section (5) which is of such a design
that, by discharging the superfluous small ice pieces (13) into the storage container (1), it limits the conveying to the dispensing recess (8) to in each
case small ice pieces (13) following one another singly. <IMAGE>
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